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We emboss a deep, textured weave onto the softest suede to create Basket Weave. The 

embossed look adds unique interest and appeal to this already luxurious material. Perfect for 

vertical applications and more, it’s available on any of our stock Royal Suede colors.  

product overview

BASKET WEAVE
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BASKET WEAVE
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specifications
Content european aniline-dyed suede

finish Water and stain repellent

Size avg 17 sf/ Platelines at 34"x 53"

average Usable area 30" x 40"

Thickness 1.3–1.5 mm 

Weight Per Square foot 3.5 oz

Texture embossed weave pattern

Colors available 1 standard color

Custom Custom coloring available, 250 sf minimum

applications Residential, Hospitality, Contract, aviation, Marine, Retail

Use Upholstery and vertical applications

Wellness Greenguard Gold certified

eDGe Stain Release Not available on suedes

Performance Recommended for light-traffic areas, fading will occur

Considerations Suedes are treated to be water and stain repellent, light sensitive, platelines at 34"x 53"

testing 
Durability & Strength Breaking force aSTM 2208 (100lbs): Complies

Crocking aSTM D 5053: Class 2–3

elongation aSTM D 2211 (20–50%): Complies

Tearing Strength aSTM D 4705 (15lbs): Complies

flammability Boston fire Code (BfD 1X-1): Complies 

California Technical Bulletin 117-2013: Class 1

Cigarette ignition Resistance (NfPa 260): Class 1

Surface Building Characteristic of Building Materials (aSTM e 84): Class B

maintenance
if a spill or stain should occur, blot immediately with a clean, absorbent cloth or sponge. Do 
not rub with force or pressure. a drop of saddle soap on a damp cloth may remove dirt.

BASKET WEAVE
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hide depiction

BASKET WEAVE
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BASKET WEAVE

embossing overview

Variation in Hand Antiquing 
Basket Weave is a hand-antiqued 
leather. Therefore, there will be some 
variation in color and tonal effect of 
the tipping within a hide and from 
hide to hide. 

Pattern Depth 
Leather is a natural product and it may 
take the embossing effect differently 
across the hide. There will be some 
variation in the depth of the embossed 
pattern print.

Platelines
We use a plate to emboss this pattern, 
which offers a deeper, richer emboss. 
Platelines appear every 34 x 53 inches, 
approximately one time centered 
on the hide. The pattern and color 
combination both contribute to the 
variations in how obvious these lines 
appear.


